
India witnesses 2.73 lakh Covid cases

India witnesses 2.73 lakh Covid cases in a day (The Tribune: 20210419)

https://www.tribuneindia.com/news/nation/india-witnesses-2-73-lakh-covid-cases-in-a-day-

241207

1,619 more deaths reported

India's total tally of Covid cases crossed 1.5 crore with a record single-day rise of 2,73,810 new

coronavirus infections, while the active cases surpassed the 19-lakh mark, according to the

Union Health Ministry data updated on Monday.

The total tally of Covid cases mounted to 1,50,61,919 and the death toll increased to 1,78,769

with a record 1,619 daily new fatalities, the data updated at 8 am showed.

Registering a steady increase for the 40th day in a row, the active cases have increased to

19,29,329 comprising 12.81 per cent of the total infections, while the national Covid recovery

rate has dropped to 86 per cent.

The number of people who have recuperated from the disease surged to 1,29,53,821, while the

case fatality rate has further dropped to 1.19 per cent, the data stated.

According to the ICMR, 26,78,94,549 samples have been tested up to April 18 with 13,56,133

samples being tested on Sunday.

The 1,619 new fatalities include 503 from Maharashtra, 170 from Chhattisgarh, 161 from

Delhi, 127 from Uttar Pradesh, 110 from Gujarat, 81 from Karnataka, 68 from Punjab, 66 from

Madhya Pradesh, 50 from Jharkhand, 42 each from Rajasthan and Tamil Nadu, 29 from

Haryana, A total of 1,78,769 deaths have been reported so far in the country, including 60,473

from Maharashtra, 13,351 from Karnataka, 13,113 from Tamil Nadu, 12,121 from Delhi,
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10,568 from West Bengal, 9,830 from Uttar Pradesh, 7,902 from Punjab and 7,410 from

Andhra Pradesh. PTI

Covid-19

To contain Covid, Maharashtra declares 6 states as places of sensitive origin

(The Tribune: 20210419)

https://www.tribuneindia.com/news/coronavirus/to-contain-covid-maharashtra-declares-6-

states-as-places-of-sensitive-origin-241204

Chief Secretary Sitaram Kunte in an order declares Kerala, Goa, Gujarat, Delhi and the NCR,

Rajasthan and Uttarakhand as places of ‘sensitive origin’

Struggling to contain the huge Covid surge, Maharashtra has declared six states, including

Delhi and the NCR region, as places of "sensitive origin" in a bid to stop the influx of other

variants of coronavirus into the state.

Maharashtra Chief Secretary Sitaram Kunte in an order issued on Sunday declared Kerala, Goa,

Gujarat, Delhi and the National Capital Region (NCR), Rajasthan and Uttarakhand as places

of "sensitive origin".

As per the order, passengers travelling to Maharashtra from these places will need a negative

RT-PCR report of test conducted within 48 hours of their train travel.

The decision has been taken to curb the transmission of coronavirus in Maharashtra and to

"stop the influx of other COVID-19 virus variants into the state from other locations," said the

order.

"These places will be considered as the places of sensitive origin from the date of this order till

the time it is retracted or till COVID-19 stays notified as a disaster," it said.

On Sunday, Delhi recorded the biggest jump in its daily COVID-19 tally with 25,462 new

cases, while the positivity rate shot up to 29.74 per cent.

Maharashtra, which is the worst-hit state in terms of the number of cases and deaths, on Sunday

reported the highest number of 68,631 fresh infections while 503 patients died, as per the state

health department.

With this, the cumulative caseload in Maharashtra mounted to 38,39,338 while the death toll

reached 60,473.



The Maharashtra government also issued standard operating procedures (SOPs) for passengers

from the six states of sensitive origin.

For passengers travelling in long-distance trains from these places, the railways shall share data

of the trains that are scheduled to be running between these places and stations in Maharashtra

with the local disaster management authorities, as per the SOPs.

The data of passengers will be shared with local disaster management authority each day, four

hours before the departure from the origin of trains, the government said.

No unreserved tickets will be issued from these places to Maharashtra. The railways should

ensure trains from the places of sensitive origin come to outer platforms where it is easier to

conduct thermal screening (of passengers), the order said.

If the passengers are not carrying the RT-PCR negative report, they will have to undergo a

rapid antigen test at the station, it added. PTI

DRDO

DRDO to reopen facility for Covid patients in Delhi today (The Tribune:

20210419)

https://www.tribuneindia.com/news/coronavirus/drdo-to-reopen-facility-for-covid-patients-

in-delhi-today-240976

DRDO to reopen facility for Covid patients in Delhi today

Workers refill oxygen cylinders in Patna on Sunday. PTI

The Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) has decided to reopen a

medical facility near the Delhi airport to treat Covid-19 patients, officials said on Saturday.

They said the facility was expected to be made operational with 250 beds by Monday.

Meanwhile, the armed forces have revisited the protocols for quarantining their own troops

while the medical wings of the three forces have stepped up efforts to provide Covid-related

facilities that can be used by the civilian authorities.

The protocols for quarantining have been revisited and all troops returning to their units after

leave or temporary duty elsewhere will be required to undergo 14-day quarantine.



The forces are doing hundreds of RT-PCR tests every day to determine the prevalence of the

virus among their troops. Ex-servicemen are also being tested and being provided facilities.

Also, the three forces will once again be providing beds and facilities to civilians. The DRDO’s

facility will have 500 beds eventually. Doctors and equipment like oxygen will be provided by

the armed forces.

The forces will open their facilities for civilians in certain states, including Maharashtra and

Gujarat.

When the virus had spread in February last year, the forces had created quarantine facilities for

people returning from abroad. Meanwhile, the vaccination drive has been stepped up in the

three armed forces – with a collective strength of all more than 16 lakh. Everyone will be

vaccinated, irrespective of age of the person.

Hundreds of RT-PCR tests every day

Doctors and equipment like oxygen will be provided by the armed forces.

The forces will open their facilities for civilians in certain states, including Maharashtra and

Gujarat.

The DRDO;’s facility will start with 250 beds and will go up to 500 beds in the next few days.

The forces are doing a hundred RT-PCR tests every day to determine prevalence of the virus

among their troops. Ex-servicemen are also being tested.

Coronavirus

Coronavirus: Curfew in Delhi from tonight till next Monday morning (The

Tribune: 20210419)
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Coronavirus: Curfew in Delhi from tonight till next Monday morning

Delhi government has decided to impose curfew from tonight till next Monday morning as

Covid cases continue to surge.

Delhi on Sunday recorded the biggest jump in its daily COVID-19 tally with 25,462 fresh

cases, while the positivity rate shot up to 29.74 per cent -- meaning almost every third sample

being tested in the city is turning out to be positive.



Delivering more bad news in an unprecedented public health crisis sweeping not just Delhi but

the entire nation, Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal said less than 100 ICU beds are available in

hospitals in the capital.

Authorities reported 161 deaths due to the disease in the last 24 hours. A day ago, 24,375

COVID-19 cases and 167 deaths were reported in the city.

Health Care Services

CM issues urgent appeal for beds as 1 in 3 samples is +ve (Hindustan Times:

20210419)

https://epaper.hindustantimes.com/Home/ArticleView

Ambulances carrying Covid-19 patients at a hospital in Gujarat’s Rajkot on Sunday. ANI

Delhi on Sunday reported 25,462 Covid-19 cases, with about one in three samples testing

positive, as chief minister Arvind Kejriwal made an urgent appeal to the Centre for more

hospital beds to tackle the public health crisis, adding that the shortage of oxygen supply in the

Capital was now an “emergency”.

Delhi is the middle of its fourth Covid-19 wave, the worst to hit the national capital so far. On

Sunday, the positivity rate was 29.74%, with 161 deaths being reported in the last 24 hours.

Fewer than 100 intensive care unit beds were available in the city of more than 20 million

people, Kejriwal said, with widespread complaints about the lack of beds, oxygen cylinders

and crucial drugs.

“The bigger worry is that in last 24 hours positivity rate has increased to around 30% from 24%

... The cases are rising very rapidly. The beds are filling fast,” Kejriwal told a digital news

briefing.

The test positivity rate – a ratio of the number of positive cases to total tests conducted, and a

measure of the scale of an outbreak in the region – shot up from 0.59% over a month ago, to

29.74% on Sunday.

In a separate statement, the Delhi government said it informed the Centre about “the dire need

of beds and oxygen” and beds were now being set up in schools.



Kejriwal said Delhi was facing an “acute shortage” of oxygen for Covid-19 patients and added

that the quota of the city was diverted to other states. The remarks came hours after he wrote

the letter to Prime Minister Narendra Modi.

“Del facing acute shortage of oxygen. In view of sharply increasing cases, Del needs much

more than normal supply. Rather than increasing supply, our normal supply has been sharply

reduced and Delhi’s quota has been diverted to other states. OXYGEN HAS BECOME AN

EMERGENCY IN DEL,” the chief minister tweeted on Sunday evening. He also wrote a letter

to Union commerce and industries minister Piyush Goyal in this regard.

The Union minister told ANI: “State governments should keep demand (for medical oxygen)

under control. Demand-side management is as important as supply-side management.

Containing Covid-19 spread is the responsibility of state governments and they should fulfil

this responsibility.”

Delhi, which has imposed a weekend curfew, is among the worst hit cities in India. The

weekend curfew comes on top of 10pm-5am night curfew restrictions that are in place until

April 30.

Chief minister Kejriwal and lieutenant governor Anil Baijal will hold a meeting with senior

government officers on Monday over the Covid-19 situation in the national capital.

Nationwide, India reported 275,482 new cases on Sunday, taking the total number of cases past

15 million, second only to the US, which has reported more than 31 million infections. The

country’s deaths from Covid-19 rose by a 1,622to reach a total of 178,814.

At the briefing, Kejriwal said he urged Union home minister Amit Shah to increase the number

of Covid-19 beds in central government hospitals and help with oxygen supply. “In the last 24

hours, Delhi recorded around 25,500 new cases, up from around 24,000 the previous day and

19,500 new cases the day before that,” he said.

“Cases are increasing at a fast rate and Covid-19 beds are getting occupied across the city.

People are getting admitted in hospitals at an unprecedented rate. There is a major crisis of ICU

beds. There are less than 100 ICU beds left in Delhi. We are facing a major shortage of oxygen,

too. Last night, a private hospital told us that they almost ran into a disaster situation with a

major shortage of oxygen supply,” the CM added.

“We are constantly in touch with the central government. We are getting a lot of help from

them. We thank them for that. Yesterday (Saturday), I spoke with Union health minister Harsh

Vardhan. He was informed about the situation. Today, I spoke to Union home minister Amit

Shah over phone. I have told him that we need more beds. In Delhi, the central government

hospitals collectively have around 10,000 beds, of which around 1,800 are currently reserved

for Covid-19 patients. I have requested him (Shah) to reserve at least 7,000 beds for Covid-19.

The situation in Delhi is deteriorating every second. I also requested that oxygen supply be

provided to us immediately,” said Kejriwal.



He added that the Delhi government will be adding more than 6,000 additional Covid-19 beds

with oxygen facilities in two-three days in locations that include health facilities set up at

Yamuna Sports Complex, CWG village and premises of Radha Soami Satsang Beas. “We don’t

know how many ICU beds we will be able to increase in such a short time. There are

limitations. But we have seen that most patients primarily need high-flow oxygen. So, we are

arranging more high-flow oxygen systems so that more beds can be converted into oxygen

beds,” he said.

In his letter to the PM, Kejriwal wrote: “The Covid-19 situation in Delhi is extremely serious.

There is a severe shortage of Covid-19 beds and oxygen supply. At our level we are doing

everything that is possible. We need your help.”

As per the Delhi health department, 25,462 Covid-19 cases and 161 deaths were reported in

the last 24 hours, taking the total active cases in Delhi to 74,941. The total positive cases in the

city now stand at 853,460,, including 766,398 recoveries and 12,121 deaths.

As many as 85,620 samples were tested for the virus, including 56,015 RT-

PCR/CBNAAT/TrueNath tests and 29,605 rapid antigen tests.

In the last 24 hours, 67,448 beneficiaries were vaccinated against the coronavirus. Around

54,306 received the first dose, while 13,142 received the second dose.

Covid-19: What you need to know today (Hindustan Times: 20210419)

https://epaper.hindustantimes.com/Home/ArticleView

Delhi recorded 24,375 new cases of the coronavirus disease (Covid-19) on Saturday at a

positivity rate of 24.56%. No Indian city has registered more; actually no city anywhere in the

world has, at least to this columnist’s knowledge. Sure, Los Angeles saw 29,174 cases on

December 26, in the worst phase of the US’s debilitating third wave of the viral pandemic, but

that was because of Christmas (it recorded no cases on December 25). Delhi, some may argue,

isn’t a city, but a city-state, and technically a Union Territory with a legislature. Still, it does

have all characteristics of a large city — a predominantly urban population and 11

administrative districts that are tightly connected. It may be almost twice as large as New York,

but it is marginally smaller than London. And right now, it is reeling under a fourth wave of

Covid-19 — not just in terms of cases, but deaths too. On Saturday, it saw 167 deaths, the

highest to date. Sunday’s numbers are not in when this column is being written.



How bad is the city-state’s fourth wave? According to Jamie Mullick, the keeper of HT’s

Covid-19 dashboard (from back in the time when the numbers were not so easily available),

Delhi’s fourth wave is actually as bad as the city’s previous three waves combined (in terms of

peak case levels). The seven-day average of cases on Saturday was higher than the highest

seven-day averages witnessed during the previous three peaks — taken together (see the tables

accompanying this piece).

The numbers reflect that — in the seven days to Saturday, Delhi recorded 13.4% of the total

(827,998) cases it has seen since the beginning of the pandemic.

The seven-day average of deaths presents a healthier (I know, unfortunate choice of words)

picture. It was 104 on Saturday, still lower than the peak seven-day average seen during the

last wave.

It makes little sense to dwell on what went wrong and how we got here. All the usual suspects

— from complacence to apathy to misplaced priorities to a complete disregard for science and

data — ave been at play. But how do we get out of here?

Hindustan Times (after the country’s first, bitter experience with a 68-day-long lockdown) has

maintained that comprehensive lockdowns are avoidable except in two cases. One, the health

infrastructure of a city or a region is under threat of being overwhelmed, or already is, and a

further rise in cases would result in (I apologise for the choice of words in advance but this

isn’t the time to sugar-coat things) people dying on the streets. Two, the city or region continues

to see a huge increase in cases, with a high positivity level (a clear indicator that things could

get worse). On Saturday, Delhi chief minister Arvind Kejriwal said at a press briefing that the

city-state faces a shortage of oxygen, drugs, and ICU beds. Also on Saturday, Delhi’s positivity

rate touched 24.56% (which means one in four tests turned up positive). The seven-day average

of the positivity rate (on Saturday) was 16.5% and rising fast. Delhi clearly needs a short sharp

lockdown, one that includes curbs on inter-state movement of people (not goods) without good

reason, perhaps even on trains and flights.

It can be argued that there will be an economic cost to all this, just as the local government

likely reasoned a few weeks ago — a time when it made sense to impose some not-so-drastic

restrictions — that there would be an economic cost to these, but the alternative is

unimaginable. Indeed, Delhi, and India’s management of the Covid-19 pandemic is a study in

reactive management — we have always been a step behind the virus.

Delhi also needs to aggressively vaccinate people. A little over two million people have

received one dose of a vaccine and around 440,000, both doses. That’s around 12% of the city-

state’s population (more than many other cities and regions) that has some form of protection

against severe infection and death (there’s enough research to show that even one dose

substantially enhances this protection). The question I would be asking, if I were in either the

state or union government is simply this: how soon can we double this number? Because 25%

protected against severe illness and death definitely sounds better.



To bolster health system

To bolster health system, city pvt hospitals to add 2,100 Covid beds

(Hindustan Times: 20210419)

https://epaper.hindustantimes.com/Home/ArticleView

The popular Karol Bagh market wore a deserted look during the weekend curfew on Sunday.

SANCHIT KHANNA/HT PHOTO

he Delhi government on Sunday directed private hospitals and nursing homes that provide

Covid patient care in the Capital to reserve at least 80% of their ward and ICU beds for Covid-

19 patients. It also directed Delhi government-run Covid-19 hospitals to increase their bed

capacities. The state government said the directives will increase the total Covid-19 ward beds

by 3,875 and ICU beds by 1,126.

Delhi chief minister Arvind Kejriwal and deputy chief minister Manish Sisodia also inspected

a few hospitals and Covid Care Centres where beds will be added in the coming days.

In the first order on Sunday, the Delhi government noted that all 115 private hospitals and

nursing homes catering to Covid patients are running at full capacity. “It has been observed

that occupancy of Covid ICU beds and Covid ward beds have almost reached 100% and 90%

respectively in the 115 private hospitals providing Covid-19 related treatment. Therefore, to

further augment the bed capacity for Covid-19 patients, all nursing homes and private hospitals

providing Covid related tre

COVID-19 immunisation

The Hindu Explains | Why are adverse events after COVID-19 immunisation

of concern, and what do experts say? (The Hindu: 20210419)

https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/health/the-hindu-explains-why-are-adverse-events-after-

covid-19-immunisation-of-concern-and-what-do-experts-say/article34347093.ece

Why are we discovering this only now? Does the vaccine prevent more harm than it may cause?



The story so far: Reports of rare blood clots occurring after COVID-19 vaccination have led

some countries to limit the usage of AstraZeneca’s vaccine for certain categories of people,

while other countries have paused the administration. More recently, the United States put the

Johnson & Johnson vaccine on hold after reports of blood clots emerged.

Schizophrenia patients

Any facilities in and around Delhi for care of schizophrenia patients, HC

asks AAP Govt, AIIMS (The Hindu: 20210419)

https://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/Delhi/any-facilities-in-and-around-delhi-for-care-of-

schizophrenia-patients-hc-asks-aap-govt-aiims/article34349351.ece

The Delhi High Court has asked the AAP and the All India Institute of Medical Sciences

(AIIMS) whether there are any facilities in and around the national

New Cases (The Asian Age: 20210419)

http://onlineepaper.asianage.com/articledetailpage.aspx?id=15538178





Govt Guidelines Covid Facility (The Asian Age: 20210419)

http://onlineepaper.asianage.com/articledetailpage.aspx?id=15538179



Covid-2nd wave (The Asian Age: 20210419)

http://onlineepaper.asianage.com/articledetailpage.aspx?id=15537208





Pregnancy (New Kerala: 20210419)

https://www.newkerala.com/news/2021/53807.htm

Underweight, overweight women at recurrent pregnancy loss risk IANS | 9 hours ago London,

April 18: Being underweight or overweight could significantly increase your risk of

experiencing recurrent miscarriages, according to a study. The study, le-> View it-->

https://www.newkerala.com/news/2021/53807.htm

Covid vax 'less effective'(New Kerala: 20210419)

Covid vax 'less effective' in people with some blood cancer: Study IANS | 16 hours ago

Jerusalem, April 18: The two-dose mRNA Covid-19 vaccine may be aless effective' in people

undergoing treatment for certain types of blood cancers, researchers ha-> View it-->

https://www.newkerala.com/news/2021/53768.htm

Dental health (New Kerala: 20210419)

Study claims good dental health may help prevent heart infection from mouth bacteria ANI |

16 hours ago Washington, April 18: According to a new study, maintenance of good oral health

is more important than the use of antibiotics in dental procedu-> View it-->

https://www.newkerala.com/news/2021/53742.htm



Vaccination (New Kerala: 20210419)

Susceptibility to Covid high immediately after vaccination IANS | 17 hours ago New Delhi,

April 18: The susceptibility to Covid infections appears to be particularly high immediately

after vaccination either due to lower immunity or due to unsafe b-> View it-->

https://www.newkerala.com/news/2021/53713.htm

Infection (Hindustan: 20210419)

https://epaper.livehindustan.com/imageview_772779_120848662_4_1_19-04-

2021_0_i_1_sf.html



Pregnancy (Hindustan: 20210419)

https://epaper.livehindustan.com/imageview_772781_118958816_4_1_19-04-

2021_3_i_1_sf.html

Health Care Services (Hindustan: 20210419)

https://epaper.livehindustan.com/imageview_772781_121198372_4_1_19-04-

2021_3_i_1_sf.html



Pandemic (Hindustan: 20210419)

https://epaper.livehindustan.com/imageview_772781_119413446_4_1_19-04-

2021_3_i_1_sf.html
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